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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate to what extent the solution
quality of online algorithms can be improved by allowing the algorithm
to extract a given amount of information about the input. We consider
the recently introduced notion of advice complexity where the algorithm,
in addition to being fed the requests one by one, has access to a tape of
advice bits that were computed by some oracle function from the complete input. The advice complexity is the number of advice bits read. We
introduce an improved model of advice complexity and investigate the
connections of advice complexity to the competitive ratio of both deterministic and randomized online algorithms using the paging problem, job
shop scheduling, and the routing problem on a line as sample problems.
We provide both upper and lower bounds on the advice complexity of
all three problems.
Our results for all of these problems show that very small advice (only
three bits in the case of paging) already suffices to significantly improve over the best deterministic algorithm. Moreover, to achieve the
same competitive ratio as any randomized online algorithm, a logarithmic number of advice bits is sufficient. On the other hand, to obtain
optimality, much larger advice is necessary.
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Introduction

Many problems such as routing, scheduling, or the paging problem work in socalled online environments and their algorithmic formulation and analysis demand a model in which an algorithm that deals with such a problem knows
only a part of its input at any specific point during runtime. These problems
are called online problems and the respective algorithms are called online algorithms. In such an online setting, an online algorithm A has a huge disadvantage
compared to offline algorithms (i. e., algorithms knowing the whole input already
at the beginning of their computation) since A has to make decisions at any time
step i without knowing what the next chunk of input at time step i + 1 will be.
⋆
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As A has to produce a part of the final output in every step, it cannot revoke
decisions it has already made. These decisions can only be made by merely taking input chunks from time steps 1 to i into account and maybe applying some
randomization.
The output quality of such an online algorithm is often analyzed by the wellestablished competitive ratio introduced by Sleator and Tarjan in [9]. Informally
speaking, the output quality of an online algorithm A is measured by comparing
it to an optimal offline algorithm. For an online problem P , let Opt(I) denote
an optimal offline solution for a certain input I of P . By A = A(I) we denote
the solution (i. e., the sequence of answers) computed by A on I, and we denote
its cost (or, for maximization problems, gain) as C(A(I)). Then, for some c ≥ 0,
A is called c-competitive if there exists some constant α ≥ 0 such that, for any
such input sequence I, C(A(I)) ≤ c · C(Opt(I)) + α, and it is called strictly ccompetitive, if α = 0. An online algorithm is optimal if it is 1-competitive with
α = 0. As a rather powerful tool, randomness is often employed in the design
of online algorithms. The computations (sometimes also called decisions) of a
randomized online algorithm R hereby heavily depend on a sequence of random
bits often viewed as the content of a random tape accessible by R. For a fixed
content of the random tape, R then behaves deterministically and achieves a
certain competitive ratio. The expected value of the competitive ratio over all
possible contents of the random tape is then used to measure the quality of a
randomized online algorithm.
On the downside, it seems rather unfair to compare online and offline algorithms since there is simply no reasonable application of an offline algorithm in
an online environment. Therefore, offline algorithms are in general more powerful than online algorithms. Hence, we are interested not only in comparing the
output quality of A to that of an optimal offline algorithm B, but we want to
investigate what amount of information A really lacks. Surprisingly (and as already discussed in [6]), there are problems where only one straightforward piece
of information (i. e., one bit) is needed for allowing A to be as good as B, e. g., the
problem SkiRental, see [2, 6]. Clearly, this does not hold in general and thus
we are interested in a formal framework allowing us to classify online problems
according to how much information about the future input is needed for solving
them optimally or with a specific competitive ratio. One way of measuring the
amount of information needed for an online algorithm to be optimal is called
advice complexity and was proposed in [6]. This model of advice complexity can
be viewed as a cooperation of a deterministic online algorithm A and an oracle
O, which may passively communicate with A. The oracle O, which has unlimited
computational power, sees the whole input of A in advance and writes bitwise
information needed by A onto an advice tape before A reads any input. Then, A
can access the bits from the advice tape in a sequential manner, just as a randomized algorithm would use its random tape. The advice complexity of A on an
input I is now defined as the number of advice bits A reads while processing this
input. As usual, we consider the advice complexity as a function of the input
size n by taking the maximum value over all inputs of length at most n.

Note that, by our definition, the oracle has no possibility to explicitly indicate the end of the advice. This eliminates the ability of the oracle to encode
some information into the length of the advice string, as it was the case in [6]. As
a result, our model is cleaner and more consistent with other complexity measures like, e. g., the number of random bits required for randomized algorithms.
Besides asking for the amount of advice that is necessary to compute an optimal
solution, we also deal with the question whether some small advice might help
to significantly reduce the competitive ratio.
A similar model to that of [6] has been very recently used in [7]. There, the
oracle can send an advice message of fixed size to the online algorithm together
with every request. This model, however, is suitable only for online problems
that cannot be solved efficiently with small advice per request, as it is the case
for the problems considered in [7] (metrical task systems, k-server problem).
Since all three problems we consider here can be easily solved with 1 advice bit
per request, this model is not applicable in our case.
After providing the formal definition of our model and some general observations in Section 2, we analyze the advice complexity of three different online
problems: paging (in Section 3), disjoint path allocation (in Section 4), and job
shop scheduling (in Section 5). For all three problems, we provide both upper and lower bounds on the trade-off between the advice complexity and the
competitive ratio. Our results exhibit a somewhat similar behavior for all three
problems: While large advice is necessary to achieve an optimal solution, significantly smaller advice suffices to be on par with the best randomized algorithm.
E. g., an optimal solution for paging requires 1 bit per request, but with O(log k)
bits (where k is the size of the buffer) it is possible to achieve ratio asymptotically equal to the best known randomized algorithm. Furthermore, it is usually
the case that very small advice suffices to significantly improve the competitive
ratio over the best deterministic algorithm. E. g., two bits of advice for whole
input are sufficient to improve the ratio from k to k/2 + O(1) for paging.
Due to space limitations, this extended abstract does not contain all proofs.
All details missing in this paper can be found in the technical report [3].
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Preliminaries

Often, randomization is used in the design of online algorithms. Formally, randomized online algorithms can compute the answers from the previous requests,
as well as from the content of a random tape φ, i. e., an infinite binary sequence where every bit is chosen uniformly and independently at random. By
C(R(I)), we denote the random variable expressing the cost of the solution computed by R on I. R is c-competitive (against an oblivious adversary) if there
exists a constant α such that, for each input sequence I, the expected value
E[C(R(I))] ≤ c · C(Opt(I)) + α. Our work focusses on a model where the algorithm can use some information, called advice, about the future input.
Definition 1. An online algorithm A with advice computes the output sequence
Aφ = Aφ (I) = (y1 , . . . , yn ) such that yi is computed from φ, x1 , . . . , xi , where

φ is the content of the advice tape, i. e., an infinite binary sequence, and I =
(x1 , . . . , xn ). Algorithm A is c-competitive with advice complexity s(n) if there
exists a constant α such that, for every n and for each input sequence I of length
at most n, there exists some φ such that C(Aφ (I)) ≤ c · C(Opt(I)) + α and at
most s(n) bits of φ have been accessed during the computation of Aφ (I). If α = 0,
then A is strictly c-competitive with advice complexity s(n).
For the ease of notation, for both randomized online algorithms and online
algorithms with advice, if φ is clear from the context, we write A(I) instead of
Aφ (I). If A accesses b bits of the advice tape during some computation, we say
that b advice bits are communicated to A, or that A uses b bits of advice. The
advice complexity of A gives an upper bound on the number of communicated
advice bits, depending on the size n of the input. Note that, if some randomized
online algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of r using b random bits, the same
competitive ratio r can be achieved by an online algorithm with advice using b
advice bits. We use log(x) to denote the logarithm of x with base two.
For proving upper bounds, we sometimes use the following idea. The oracle
needs to communicate some n-bit string to the algorithm, but this string always
contains only few ones or few zeros, allowing for the following efficient encoding.
Lemma 1. Consider an online algorithm A with advice, achieving competitive
ratio r while using some n-bit advice string that contains at most n/t zeros or
at least n − n/t zeros, where t ≥ 2 is a fixed constant. Then, it is possible to
design an improved online algorithm B that knows the parameter t and achieves
an advice complexity of

 n log n 

t−1
+ 3 log n + O(1).
s(n) = min n log t/(t − 1) t ,
t
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Paging

To use computer memory as efficiently as possible, the well-known technique of
paging is widely used. Formally, we define paging problem as follows.
Definition 2 (Paging Problem). The input is a sequence of integers representing requests to logical pages I = (x1 , . . . , xn ), xi > 0, xi 6= xi+1 . An online algorithm A maintains a buffer (content of the physical memory) B = {b1 , . . . , bK }
of K integers, where K is a fixed constant known to A. Before processing the first
request, the buffer gets initialized as B = {1, . . . , K}. Upon receiving a request
xi , if xi ∈ B, then yi = 0. If xi 6∈ B, then a page fault occurs, and the algorithm
has to find some victim bj , i. e., B := B \ {bj } ∪ {xi }, and yi = bj . The cost of
the solution A = A(I) is the number of page faults, i. e., C(A) = |{yi : yi > 0}|.
The paging problem (or Paging for short) has been extensively studied (see
[2]). It is known that every deterministic algorithm is at least K-competitive,
and there exist K-competitive deterministic algorithms. A simple upper bound
on the advice complexity of an optimal algorithm follows from [6, Lemma 3.1].

Fact 1 For Paging, there is an optimal online algorithm with advice complexity
n + K and a 1-competitive online algorithm with advice complexity n.
A lower bound for the competitive ratio of any randomized paging algorithm was proven in [2]: every randomized algorithm is at least HK -competitive,
PK
where HK is the K-th harmonic number, i. e., HK = i=1 1i . The lower bound
is almost tightly matched by randomized marking algorithm3 : the randomized
marking algorithm is HK -competitive, if the logical pages are chosen from a set
of cardinality K + 1, and they are 2HK -competitive in general.
Constant Competitive Ratio. From Fact 1, we can see that using one bit
of advice per request is sufficient to obtain an optimal paging algorithm. In
the next theorem, we show that it is possible to obtain paging algorithms with
good competitive ratios using smaller advice. More precisely, we show an upper
bound on the advice complexity depending on the competitive ratio, indicating
that using an amortized constant amount of bits per request s(n)/n < 1 is
enough to achieve a constant competitive ratio.
Theorem 1. For each constant r ≥ 1, there exists an
 r-competitive algorithm
with advice complexity s(n) = n log (r + 1)/ rr/(r+1) + 3 log n + O(1).

The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in [3]. As a corollary, note that it
is possible to obtain a constant competitive ratio with an amortized constant
number of bits of advice per request. This number of bits can be arbitrarily
close to 0 at the expense of a very high competitive ratio; on the other hand, a
competitive ratio arbitrarily close to 1 is reachable with the number of bits per
request approaching 1. More precisely, for each constant r ≥ 1, there exists an rcompetitive algorithmwith advice complexity s(n) such that limn→∞ (s(n)/n) =
log (r + 1)/ rr/(r+1) .
Next, we show a lower bound on the advice complexity required to obtain
a constant competitive ratio, more precisely, we express the minimal number of
advice bits per request required to obtain an r-competitive algorithm.
Theorem 2. Let r be any constant such that 1 ≤ r ≤ 1.25. For any paging
algorithm A with advice complexity s(n) and
 competitive
i ratio r it holds that
s(n)
1
1
≥
[1
+
log(3
−
2r)−
(2r
−
2)
log
−
1
− O n1 . The constant
n
2K−2
2r−2
of the O(1/n) depends on K and the parameters r, α of A.

The core idea of the proof of Theorem 2 is to consider a certain (sufficiently
large) class of inputs arranged into a complete tree. If the advice is small enough,
there must be many inputs processed with the same advice. This makes it possible to prove that A must behave inefficiently on at least one of them, by exploiting
the tree structure of the inputs. For a detailed proof, see [3].
3

In general, a marking algorithm (see [2]) starts with all pages unmarked, and upon
a hit marks the requested page. If there is no unmarked page upon a page fault, all
pages in the memory are unmarked and a new phase begins.

To obtain an optimal algorithm, large advice is necessary. Similar arguments
as in Theorem 2 yield a lower bound on the advice complexity of s(n)
n ≥ 1−

log(K−1)+C
1
− O n , for some constant C, converging to 1 bit per request with
4(K−1)
growing cache size K. Thus, the upper bound from Fact 1 is tight for large K.
Small advice. We now analyze the case where the algorithm is allowed to use
only a constant number of advice bits for the whole input. We show that, even
in this very restricted case, the competitive ratio can be significantly improved
with respect to the best deterministic algorithm. We start with upper bounds
on the advice complexity, and complement them later with a lower bound.
Theorem 3. Consider the class of inputs with a buffer of size K, and let c < K
be a power of 2. There is an algorithm with oracle size log c for Paging on this
class of inputs with competitive ratio r ≤ 3 log c + (2(K + 1)/c) + 1.
For the proof, we construct c deterministic marking algorithms. Their executions are naturally divided into phases, and the construction makes sure that, in
each phase, the algorithms induce many different behaviors. A careful choice of
page replacement strategies enables to use an accounting scheme to bound the
overall number of faults occurring in all algorithms during a phase. The proof is
finished by arguing that there must be an algorithm with at most 1/c-th fraction of them, and comparing this amount with a trivial general lower bound. A
detailed proof can be found in [3].
The presented results show that even very small advice can be used efficiently.
For example, providing just two bits of advice per whole input instance reduces
the competitive ratio from K (i. e., the best deterministically achievable ratio)
to K/2 + O(1). Additionally, log K bits of advice (i. e., making c equal to the
largest power of 2 smaller than K) can be used to achieve the competitive ratio
3 log K + O(1) which is asymptotically equal (albeit the constant is worse) to the
P
1
best possible ratio of HK = K
i=1 i for a randomized algorithm without advice.
Next, we complement the result of Theorem 3 by presenting a lower bound
on the competitive ratio for paging algorithms with constant advice complexity.
Theorem 4. Consider the class of inputs with K + 1 possible pages, where K
is the size of the buffer, and let c be a power of 2. Any deterministic algorithm
A with advice complexity s(n) = log c has competitive ratio at least K/c.
The main proof idea is to consider all inputs of certain length arranged into a
complete K-ary tree. Then, it is either possible to find an input with many faults
in the beginning of the computation, or to select an input prefix such that some
advice is not used for any extension of this prefix, and to continue by induction.
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Disjoint Path Allocation

We consider a special type of network topology where the entities of a network
are connected by one line (i. e., a bus network). The network is a path P and all
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Fig. 1: A sample input from the class I3 and its representation as tree T of height h

connections in P have a capacity of one. For the disjoint path allocation problem
(DisPathAlloc, described in [2]), additionally a set of subpaths of P is given.
Each subpath (vi , . . . , vj ) models a call request, i. e., a request to establish a
permanent connection between the two endpoints vi and vj . If such a request is
satisfied, no inner entity of the path is able to be part of any other call. Therefore,
a disjoint path allocation is simply a set of edge-disjoint subpaths of P .
Definition 3 (Disjoint Path Allocation Problem). Given a path P = (V, E),
where V = {v0 , . . . , vL } is a set of entities, and a set P of subpaths of P where
|P| = n, DisPathAlloc is the problem of finding a maximum set P ′ ⊆ P of
edge-disjoint subpaths of P .
Here, we deal with an environment in which the subpaths P1 , . . . , Pn ∈ P
arrive in an online fashion. We assume that L = |V | − 1 is known to the online
algorithm in advance, but that this is not the case for n. For the ease of presentation, let (vi , vj ) denote the path (vi , vi+1 , . . . , vj ). The cost function C(A(I))
denotes the number of requests satisfied by A on input I. Since DisPathAlloc is a maximization problem, an algorithm A solving it is c-competitive if
C(Opt(I)) ≤ c · C(A(I)) + α for some constant α and every input I and strictly
c-competitive if α = 0. The competitive ratio can be measured in terms of n as
well as in terms of L. We focus on the former case, the latter is discussed in [3].
It is not difficult to check that any deterministic online algorithm A is no better
than strictly (n − 1)-competitive and strictly L-competitive. These bounds are
tight, since they are reached by a simple greedy algorithm.
The Class I of Inputs. For some of the following proofs, we consider input
instances as depicted
in Fig. 1 for any even n. For every h, we define the class
S
Ih (and I = h∈N Ih ) as follows. Every element of Ih consists of h + 1 levels.
Level 1 consists of two disjoint consecutive requests, splitting the line network
into two parts of the same size. After that, two disjoint consecutive requests on
level i + 1 do the same with one of the intervals from level i. This is iterated until
two requests of size 1 appear on level h + 1. Fig. 1, for instance, shows an input
from I3 . It is obvious that any optimal algorithm satisfies exactly one request
on each of the first h levels, allowing it to satisfy both requests on level h + 1.
Clearly, we may represent an optimal solution, for any input sequence as
described above, by a path from the root to a leaf in a complete binary tree T

of height h with its root on a notional level 0 (see Fig. 1). The 2h leaves of T
represent the 2h different inputs of the class Ih . Let OPT denote a path corresponding to some input instance ∈ Ih . We may say that an optimal algorithm
Opt makes moves according to this path. For an arbitrary online algorithm A
that satisfies one request on level i, we say that A makes the correct decision on
this level if it also acts according to OPT. However, if A satisfies one interval
not according to this path OPT or satisfies both requests, we say that A makes
a wrong decision on level i. In this case, we say that A is out (after level i).
Moreover, for every i and an input instance Ih ∈ Ih , let Ci (A(Ih )) denote the
overall number of requests satisfied by A up to level i. If A is out after level i, this
means that, for every j ≥ i, Cj (A(Ih )) = Ci (A(Ih )) (and obviously, therefore,
C(A(Ih )) = Ci (A(Ih ))). Let correct(A) [wrong(A)] denote the set of time steps
in which A makes the correct [wrong] decision. Since making the wrong decision
can only happen once (because the algorithm is out afterwards), the overall gain
of A is C(A(Ih )) ≤ |correct(A)| + 2 · |wrong(A)| ≤ |correct(A)| + 2, which directly
implies that, for an optimal algorithm Opt, C(Opt(Ih )) = h + 2.
Advice Complexity Bounds. DisPathAlloc is a hard online problem even
for randomized algorithms. A lower bound of Ω(n) on the competitive ratio has
been proven in [5, Theorem 9] and [3] independently. We now investigate how
many advice bits are needed for an online algorithm A to yield optimality.
Theorem 5. For any online algorithm with advice for DisPathAlloc, at least
n+2
2r − 2 bits of advice are required to achieve a strict competitive ratio of r.

Note that, by setting r = 1, we immediately get a lower bound of bopt = n−2
2
advice bits for achieving an optimal solution. On the other hand, it is not difficult
to construct an online algorithm with advice for DisPathAlloc whose advice
complexity is only a factor of log n away from this lower bound for large r, and
is asymptotically tight for constant r: Consider an algorithm A that reads one
bit of advice per request, and satisfies the request if and only if this bit is one.
Communicating an advice string with at most n/r ones is sufficient to achieve a
competitive ratio r. Hence, Lemma 1 for t := r implies the following theorem.
Theorem 6. For every r, there exists an r-competitive online algorithm for
DisPathAlloc with advice complexity

o
n

s(n) = min n log r/(r − 1)(r−1)/r , (n log n)/r + 3 log n + O(1).
The previous theorem also shows that advice complexity O(log2 n) is sufficient to obtain a competitive ratio asymptotically better than any randomized
algorithm is able to achieve.
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Job Shop Scheduling

We consider a special case of job shop scheduling with two jobs consisting of n
unit-length tasks each, which have to be processed on the same n machines, each

task on a different one, but possibly in a different order within the two jobs. Two
tasks requiring the same machine in one time step causes a delay in the schedule
and the goal in this problem JSSchedule is to minimize the number of these
delays. This problem can be modelled as finding a shortest path in an (n × n)grid from the upper left to the lower right corner, where also diagonal steps are
allowed, except for some grid cells which are blocked by obstacles modelling tasks
competing for the same machine. For the details of the problem description, we
refer to [3, 8]. Full proofs of the results from this section can be found in [3].
Lemma 2. For every instance of JSSchedule, there exists an optimal solution
A which, as long as it does not arrive at the right or bottom border of the grid,
always moves diagonally if no obstacle is in its way.
Consider the optimal solution for an arbitrary instance, and assume that it
makes d diagonal moves, h moves to the right, and v = h moves downwards.
The cost of this solution is d + 2h = n + h, since d + h = n. According to [8],
for every instance
√ of JSSchedule, there
√ exists an optimal solution with cost
at most n + ⌈ n⌉ and therefore h ≤ ⌈ n⌉. Furthermore, using Lemma 2, it is
easy to see
√ that there exists an online algorithm A with advice needing at most
2h ≤ 2⌈ n⌉ advice bits: Algorithm A simply acts according to Lemma 2. Only
at time steps where a diagonal move is not possible due to an obstacle, it has
to read one bit from the advice tape indicating whether to move downwards or
to the right. As a corollary, for every instance of JSSchedule,
√ there exists an
optimal online algorithm A with advice complexity s(n) = 2⌈ n⌉. On the other
hand, this upper bound is asymptotically tight, as claimed by the following lower
bound on the number of advice bits necessary to compute an optimal solution.
Theorem 7. Any online
√ algorithm A with advice for JSSchedule needs advice
complexity s(n) = Ω( n) to achieve optimality.
While an optimal solution of JSSchedule requires large advice, much shorter
advice is sufficient to achieve a solution with competitive ratio close to 1. In [8],
√ a
randomized algorithm for JSSchedule with a competitive ratio of O(1 + 1/ n)
is presented which easily implies that there is an online algorithm for JSSchedule with√advice complexity s(n) ≤ 1 + log(n) that achieves competitive ratio
O(1 + 1/ n).
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Conclusion

Our results suggest the hypothesis that logarithmic advice complexity is sufficient to achieve the competitive ratio of the best randomized algorithm for any
online problem. This claim, however, cannot be proven in full generality. In fact,
we can construct an online problem where the number of required advice bits
is as high as the number of random bits in order to keep up with randomized
algorithms.

Consider the following problem, where the online algorithm has to guess a
sequence of n bits. If all bits are guessed correctly, the algorithm is greatly rewarded, otherwise, the cost of the solution is zero. For this problem, we can
construct a very simple randomized algorithm that has a positive number as
expected gain whereas it is easy to show that any deterministic algorithm needs
a linear number of advice bits for having a gain greater than zero. Unfortunately,
this situation is quite artificial: if an algorithm with advice A outperforms a randomized algorithm R, then A is exponentially better than R, too. Nevertheless,
this situation shows that, in general, the advice complexity is somehow orthogonal to randomization. It remains as an open problem to find more connections
between these complexity measures, e. g., to somehow characterize classes of
online problems where small advice is sufficient to keep up with randomized
algorithms. Furthermore, it might be interesting to consider randomized online
algorithms with advice.
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